[1] We present in this paper a critical review of recent research on nonuniform mean flows in heterogeneous porous media, examine why existing stochastic methods are computationally so difficult to implement, and introduce a new and efficient alternative. Specifically, we reformulate the nonstationary spectral method of McLaughlin (1991, 1995) and present a new way for its numerical implementation, combining the best advantages of efficient analytical solutions and flexible numerical techniques. The result is a substantially improved stochastic technique that allows modeling efficiently the nonlinear scale effects for moderately heterogeneous media in the presence of general nonstationarity. In particular, the reformulated approach allows computing the nonlocal and nonstationary mean ''closure'' flux using a coarse grid without having to resolve numerically the small-scale heterogeneous dynamics. The methodological innovation significantly increases the size and expands the range of groundwater problems that can be analyzed with stochastic methods. The effectiveness of the new spectral approach is illustrated with two concrete examples and a systematic comparison with existing stochastic methods.
Introduction
[2] Despite the intensive research in the past two decades in the field of stochastic subsurface hydrology, our ability to actually predict groundwater in heterogeneous aquifers remains limited. Recent stochastic tools have made it possible to analyze systematically the effects of small-scale heterogeneity, but are generally limited to situations in which the mean flow is largely uniform. Available deterministic tools can easily model nonuniform aquifer dynamics in response to complex sources/sinks, complex stratigraphy and trends in hydraulic properties, irregular boundaries, and transient effects, but are generally unable to account rigorously for the effects of subgrid heterogeneity.
[3] An important question facing the groundwater modeling community is: how can one model a groundwater system in the presence of both ''random'' and ''systematic'' variabilities? Or more generally, how can we bridge the existing significant gap between deterministic and stochastic groundwater flow modeling?
[4] Although of fundamental nature and extreme practical significance, there are relatively few investigations that address this issue in a systematic way. In favor of closed-form solutions, most existing research on nonuniform mean flows has been limited to highly simplified situations, such as flows in special trending media [Loaiciga et al., 1993; Gelhar, 1993; Rubin and Bellin, 1994; Li and McLaughlin, 1995; Zhang, 1998 ], radially symmetric mean flows [Matheron, 1967; Dagan, 1989; Naff, 1991; Butler, 1991; Indelman et al., 1996; Sánchez-Vila, 1997; Indelman and Zlotnik, 1997] , flows in bounded domains with special configurations [Gutjahr and Gelhar, 1981; Naff and Vecchia, 1986; Rubin and Dagan, 1988; Rubin and Dagan, 1989; Dikow, 1988; Cheng and Lafe, 1991; Li and McLaughlin, 1991] , and flows in a uniformly recharged aquifer with special boundary conditions [Rubin and Dagan, 1987; Rubin and Bellin, 1994] .
[5] Although these specialized solutions provide important insights into the nonstationary processes and help illustrate how systematic nonstationarity may modify the large-scale impacts of small-scale processes, they are generally not applicable for solving site-specific problems of practical interest.
[6] In a recent review article, Dagan [2002] called for more real-world applications of stochastic modeling tools. Neuman and many other researchers emphasized the need to address the difficult computational problem of predicting nonstationary flows in general heterogeneous media in order to make stochastic modeling practical [Neuman, the mean flux at field scale is not proportional to the local mean head gradient. Instead, it is related to the gradient in a nonlocal way via a separate differential equation [Li and McLaughlin, 1991] or equivalently a complex convolutiontype integral [Neuman, 1993; Indelman and Abramovich, 1994; Tartakovsky and Neuman, 1998; Guadagnini and Neuman, 1999a] . A formally defined effective conductivity is generally not just a property of the aquifer, but can vary from case to case depending on the stresses and boundary conditions imposed. Field-scale mean flow in heterogeneous media may be best formulated as nonlocal and nonDarcian at the outset of a modeling effort since large-scale nonuniformity is part of most realistic field applications [Neuman, 1993; Indelman and Abramovich, 1994; Indelman et al., 1996; Tartakovsky and Neuman, 1998; Guadagnini and Neuman, 1999a; Li and McLaughlin, 1991; Zhang, 2002] .
Grid-Based Numerical Approaches and Computational Challenges
[7] There are a number of numerical approaches that can be used to analyze nonstationary and nonlocal flow problems under complex field conditions. These include, for example, Monte Carlo methods [Freeze, 1975; Freeze, 1979a, 1979b] and perturbation techniques, such as the moment equation methods [Tang and Pinder, 1977; Dettinger and Wilson, 1981; Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1985; Wood, 1988a, 1988b; Graham and McLaughlin, 1989; Zhang, 1998 ], the Green's function approach [Neuman, 1993; Tartakovsky and Neuman, 1998; Neuman, 1999a, 1999b] , and the sensitivity derivative approach based on Taylor's expansions [Townley and Wilson, 1985; Sun and Yeh, 1992; Yeh et al., 1995 Yeh et al., , 1996 Sitar et al., 1987; Cawlfield and Sitar, 1988] . All of these methods, however, are computationally demanding when applied to problems of realistic sizes [Graham and McLaughlin, 1989; Li and McLaughlin, 1991] , mostly because they all require solving large numbers of difficult equations on a fine grid spacing that must be less than the characteristic scale of small-scale heterogeneity.
An Order of Magnitude Analysis
[8] Table 1 provides a theoretical estimate of the computational requirements of existing stochastic approaches for modeling ensemble mean flow under steady state condition. Computational efficiency is measured primarily by the memory and total number of floating point calculations. The analysis assumes that the governing equations are solved using an optimized iterative matrix solver. The order of magnitude estimate reveals a major dilemma in large-scale stochastic modeling: all existing grid-based stochastic methods require resolving small-scale details in order to predict their large-scale impact and thus the computations are extremely sensitive to the problem size. In particular, the perturbation-based stochastic methods require at least O(N 2 ) floating point calculations and the Monte Carlo methods O(N r N), where N r is the number of Monte Carlo realizations and N is the characteristic number of nodes required to resolve the small-scale processes and is typically an order of magnitude larger than that required 
a N r , number of Monte Carlo realizations; N, number of nodes needed to resolve small-scale heterogeneity; N c , number of nodes required to resolve the mean head and flux. The computation required to solve a matrix system is assumed to be O(N).
by a corresponding deterministic model. This extreme sensitivity to the problem size makes the application of stochastic modeling to practical problems extremely difficult.
[9] Let us consider a concrete three-dimensional flow modeling problem. Assuming that 30 computational nodes are needed in each direction (or a total of approximately 30,000 nodes) to resolve the field-scale mean flux and head distributions, standard deterministic modeling would require O(10 5 ) words of memory and floating point operations to solve the problem. On today's desktop computers, the computations can be easily completed in seconds. However, to model the nonstationary scale effects of small-scale heterogeneity using existing stochastic-numerical approaches, the grid spacing must be reduced by a factor approximately equal to the ratio of the characteristic length of field-scale variation and that of small-scale heterogeneity. If we assume a modest scale disparity of 5, the computations required by stochastic modeling, according to Table 1 , would increase dramatically to O(10 11 ) floating point operations if using the Monte Carlo method. This represents a million fold increase in CPU as compared to deterministic modeling. The increase in computational cost is even more dramatic to O(10 14 ) operations and as many words of memory if using existing perturbation-based stochastic methods. This is at least a billion (10 9 ) times more expensive in both CPU and memory than conventional deterministic modeling!
An Efficient Approach for Nonlocal Mean Flow Modeling
[10] In this section, we present an efficient stochastic approach for modeling general nonlocal mean flow at moderately heterogeneous sites. Specifically, we reformulate the nonstationary spectral method McLaughlin, 1991, 1995] and present a new way for its implementation, combining the best advantages of analytical approaches and numerical techniques. The result is a significantly improved stochastic technique that allows modeling nonstationary field-scale processes without having to resolve numerically the small-scale dynamics. The new approach significantly increases the size and expands the range of groundwater problems that can be analyzed with stochastic methods. We illustrated the effectiveness of the new approach for predicting model uncertainties in earlier publications [Li et al., 2003 [Li et al., , 2004a . We focus in this paper on modeling nonlinear and nonstationary scale effects in statistically nonuniform flows.
Nonstationary Spectral Theory
[11] To illustrate the basic idea of the nonstationary spectral approach, we consider heterogeneous steady flow in a general bounded domain. We assume that hydraulic conductivity is the only source of uncertainty and can be represented as a locally isotropic random field with a known spatially variable ensemble mean. We also assume that the fluctuation about the mean conductivity mean is a lognormally distributed and ''wide-sense'' stationary random field with a known spectral density function [Yaglom, 1987] . The random hydraulic conductivity field is related to the piezometric head and specific discharge by the following partial differential equations:
with the boundary conditions
[12] These equations are written in Cartesian coordinates, with the vector location symbolized by x, and summation implied over repeated indices. The point values of the hydraulic conductivity K(x), piezometric head h(x), and seepage velocity u i (x) are defined throughout the domain D, while h b (x) is a known head function defined on the specified head boundary @D 1 . No-flow conditions are assumed to be imposed on the specified flux boundary @D 2 characterized by a unit normal vector. Since the hydraulic conductivity is random, the head and specific discharge are also random and (1) and (2) become stochastic partial differential equation. The stochastic groundwater equations form the basis for our analysis of ensemble mean flow under general nonstationary condition.
''Closure'' Approximation
[13] As in all Eulerian-based stochastic perturbation methods, expressions for the mean head and velocity can be obtained by taking the expectation of each term in (1) and (2) [Neuman, 1993; Gelhar and Axness, 1983] :
Equations (3) and (4) are simply (1) and (2) with K and h replaced by the means K and h, except for the addition of a forcing term on the right-hand side. This forcing term, reflecting the impact of small-scale variability on large-scale mean flow, depends on the small-scale behavior of the spatially variable conductivity field and grows as the magnitude and scale of the variability increases [Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Dagan, 1989] . The mean equation generally cannot be solved until expression for this moments is also available. This is a manifestation of the well known ''closure'' problem discussed in the literature on stochastic differential equations [Richardson, 1964] .
Efficient evaluation of this closure term under general nonstationary condition is the objectives of this paper.
A Nonstationary Spectral Approach for Computing the Closure Flux
[14] It is well known that exactly deriving the closure flux from the conductivity statistics is generally impossible. Like most investigators, here we seek approximate results and work with linearized versions of the stochastic groundwater equations. The groundwater equations may be linearized if all uncertain variables are expressed in terms of means and fluctuations. The second-order moment such as the closure cross covariance can be derived from linearized expression for the head fluctuation. The linearized expression is obtained by subtracting the mean head equation from its corresponding original groundwater equation. The result can be expressed as follows, after dropping terms which depend on products of fluctuations [Li and McLaughlin, 2002; Li et al., 2004b] :
where f is log hydraulic conductivity. [Bakr et al., 1978; Mizell et al., 1982; Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Gelhar, 1993] is, strictly speaking, applicable when both the independent variable fluctuation ( f 0 ) and dependent head fluctuation (h 0 ) are wide-sense stationary. Papoulis [1984] shows that the output (e.g., h 0 ) of a linear transformation such as (5) is stationary only if the input (e.g., f 0 ) is stationary and the transformation is spatially invariant. In the problem of interest here, spatial invariance implies that the fluctuation equation (5) should have constant coefficients with the boundaries sufficiently distant having no effect on head fluctuation in the region of interest. Such spatial invariance requirement is clearly not met because, for most realistic groundwater problems, the coefficients @ f /@x i and @ h/@x i may all vary significantly with x [Graham and McLaughlin, 1989; Loaiciga et al., 1993; Rubin and Bellin, 1994; McLaughlin, 1991, 1995; Neuman, 1993; Indelman and Abramovich, 1994; Neuman, 1999a, 1999b; Zhang, 1998; Li et al., 2003] .
[16] The generalized nonstationary spectral approach developed by the first author and his coworker over the years does not require dependent fluctuations to be stationary McLaughlin, 1991, 1995] . The stationary spectral representation is only applied to the original source of fluctuation f 0 [deviation from the trend, see (6)]. The dependent fluctuation h 0 is represented as a generalized Fourier-Stieltjes integral in terms of a set of unknown complex-valued ''transfer function'' f hf (x, k) McLaughlin, 1991, 1995; Priestley, 1981] :
where { = ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p , k i is component i of the wave number vector k, and dZ f (k) is the random Fourier increment of f 0 evaluated at k. The integration is taken over an infinite wave number domain with À1 k i 1. The FourierStieltjes representation can be viewed as the continuous version of a Fourier series expansion of f(x). The random Fourier increment at a particular wave number is analogous to the random amplitude of one of the terms in the Fourier series. Stationary Fourier increment dZ f (k) satisfies the following orthogonality property [Gelhar and Axness, 1983] :
where the asterisk superscript represents the complex conjugate, d( ) is the Dirac delta function, and S ff (k) is the spectral density of the log hydraulic conductivity [Priestley, 1981; Gelhar, 1993] .
[17] The transfer function f hf in (7) is introduced to account for possible nonstationary transformation. An equation can be obtained to determine this transfer function by substituting (6) and (7) into (5). The result is
[18] This equation is a deterministic and complex-valued differential equation which has exactly the same structure and boundary conditions as those of the original perturbation equation. If the linear transformation defined by (5) is strictly space invariant, the transfer function obtained from (9) is the same as the harmonic transfer function obtained from the stationary spectral theory. If, however, the transformation is spatially variant, the nonstationary transfer function is not the same as the stationary one and is generally not be harmonic. The solution to the head transfer function can be obtained by integrating (9) with respect to x, with k treated as a parameter. The transfer function f hf obtained may be inserted into (7), which can then be used to derive the closure covariance in the mean equations in the same way as the classical stationary spectral method [Gelhar, 1993] :
where K g is the geometric mean of the hydraulic conductivity. The integral is defined in the frequency domain, with the spatial coordinate being a parameter.
Computational Considerations and a New Implementation
[19] To obtain explicit results and evaluate the closure term in (10), we need to find f hf from (9). In the special case of stationary flow, the transfer function and the closure covariance can be obtained in a closed-form [Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Gelhar, 1993] . In certain special nonstationary situations with regular or infinite boundaries when the mean gradients are or can be expanded as the linear combinations of power, polynomial, harmonic, exponential functions and products of these elementary functions it may be possible to obtain analytical solutions or semianalytical solutions to the transfer function equation McLaughlin, 1991, 1995] .
[20] In the most general case, however, the transfer function and the closure covariance integral must be evaluated numerically. This requires discretization of the transfer functions over space and frequency domains. Li and McLaughlin [1991] discussed the computational advantage of the nonstationary spectral method, especially in terms of its memory efficiency, and presented a frequency-dependent ''multigrid'' solution technique that takes advantage of the different spatial scales of transfer functions at different frequencies. However, the nonstationary spectral method based on such a solution technique, though having removed the limiting memory problem associated with the moment methods, is still expensive and difficult for large problems. This is largely because of the fact that the transfer functions are oscillatory, and can be strongly oscillatory at high frequencies (due to the harmonic forcing, see equation (9)). Closure covariance evaluations, however, require integrating the transfer functions over k i from À1 to 1, with fairly important contribution from high frequencies with a magnitude on the order of or greater than 1/l (l being the log conductivity correlation scale) [Kapoor and Gelhar, 1994] . Accurate solution of transfer functions at such high frequencies would require using a spatial grid spacing that is less than the log-conductivity correlation scale. Such a grid limitation and the need to solve the transfer function equation repeatedly for different discrete frequencies make the nonstationary spectral method CPU intensive. Fundamentally, in terms of CPU, we still seem to be running into the often encountered phenomenon of ''conservation of difficulty'' as we go from one approach to another.
An Efficient Procedure for Solving the Nonstationary Transfer Equation
[21] In this section we present an efficient procedure for solving the nonstationary spectral equation. The new technique is based on the recognition that the forcing term in the head transfer function equation (9) is always of a separable form equal to a harmonic (oscillatory) function, exp({k i x i ) (the source of numerical difficulty), times a coefficient related to the slowly varying mean gradient, @ h/@x i (the source of analytical difficulty). This suggests that the dependent transfer function can also be expressed in a similar form:
where y hf represents the complex amplitude of the oscillatory transfer function. If we substitute (11) into (9), canceling out the harmonic function on both sides and in the boundary conditions, the following equation can be obtained for determining the amplitude defined in (11):
where J i is mean hydraulic gradient in x i direction. It should be pointed out that the resulting amplitude equation (12) as well as its boundary conditions involve no oscillatory forcing and is driven by the mean head gradient and the coefficients of this differential equation are also smooth and depend only on the large-scale means. In the special case that flow transformation is strictly stationary, the amplitude becomes spatially invariant. In general, the amplitude is expected to vary smoothly over space and frequency. The following exact solution for two-dimensional flow in an infinite random conductivity field with a linear trend [Li and McLaughlin, 1995] should clearly illustrate the behavior of the amplitude function y hf :
where J 1 = Àd h/dx 1 , and m = d f /dx 1 . There is no doubt that it would be substantially easier to solve the equation that describes the smooth amplitude y hf than that describes the original highly oscillatory transfer function f hf !
Nonstationary Spectral Inversion
[22] The new approach to compute the head transfer function enables us to evaluate the closure flux efficiently. Substituting (11) into (10), we obtain the following explicit closure expression in terms of the amplitude function
The integration in (14) is straightforward and use of most standard quadratures would suffice since the integrand involved is well behaved.
[23] The spectral discretization also dictates for how many and at what wave numbers the amplitude equation must be solved. If the total number of discrete nodes required is N k , (12) has to be solved for N k different wave numbers. However, it must be pointed out that the computation involved in solving the different amplitude equations can be significantly different. The CPU required generally decreases with the increasing wave number, since the magnitude of the amplitude usually also decreases, and contributes less to the final result, at higher wave numbers (corresponding to smaller-scale fluctuations). In many cases, it takes only a few iterations to solve the amplitude equations at higher frequencies. In other words, the most difficult task for classical methods, modeling the highfrequency fluctuation dynamics, becomes the easiest under the new spectral framework. This advantage is even more significant when the spectrum exhibits a long tail of highfrequency energy.
[24] Finally, the reformulated spectral method is advantageous in that the number of equations solved is independent of the problem size since the spectral discretization is independent of the spatial discretization. This is important for large problems when N is much larger than the N k .
Examples and Discussion
[25] In this section, we illustrate the computational advantage of the new nonstationary spectral method using two concrete examples.
A Simple Flow Example
[26] Our first example considers steady state groundwater flow in the x 1 -x 2 plane with deterministic no-flow conditions on the boundaries parallel to x 1 and constant head conditions on the boundaries parallel to x 2 (see Figure 1) . The log conductivity is an isotropic two-dimensional random field with a constant mean of zero, a variance of 1.0, and the following commonly used spectral density function [Mizell et al., 1982; Graham and McLaughlin, 1989; Gelhar, 1993] :
The correlation length is l = 1.0 and the domain size L is either 20l or 50l. The boundary conditions establish a uniform mean head gradient of 0.1 aligned in the x 1 direction.
[27] This is a very simple stochastic flow problem with a nearly stationary solution that can be adequately approximated away from the boundaries by a closed form perturbation solution. For the inputs used here the closed form solution gives a mean closure flux of 0.05 [Gelhar, 1993] .
The objective is to demonstrate that the nonstationary spectral method is able to take advantage of the smoothness of the mean and flux profiles while traditional stochastic methods have to resolve the small-scale processes throughout the domain, even though the mean and flux are nearly constant.
[28] We first consider a case in which all the methods of interest are applied over a relatively small domain of L = 20l with a fine spatial discretization of Dx 1 = Dx 2 = l/3. This grid spacing meets the stringent requirement of the classical perturbation methods (i.e., grid spacing must be small enough to resolve the small-scale heterogeneity) and can be viewed as a benchmark which defines the correct solution. Figure 2 shows the closure flux profiles along the x 1 direction at x 2 = L/2 for the moment equation, sensitivity derivative, and nonstationary spectral methods. It is apparent that all three methods give qualitatively similar results for this problem, although the sensitivity equation and Green's function approaches appear to have difficulty reproducing the closure flux at the boundaries (where the sensitivity and Green's functions have very steep gradients). Away from the boundaries, they all reproduce approximately the exact linearized infinite-domain solution of 0.05 cited earlier.
[29] Figure 3 shows results from a larger problem with L = 50l and coarser spatial discretization. In this case the three methods are no longer equivalent. As the grid spacing becomes larger than the correlation length all existing stochastic perturbation methods, including the moment equation, Green's function, and sensitivity derivative methods significantly underpredict the closure flux in the middle of the domain. The mean fluxes predicted by these methods are very sensitive to the grid spacing even if it is reduced to less than the log conductivity correlation scale. They still do not appear to have converged when the grid spacing is Dx = 0.5l (the computational requirements of the classical perturbation methods are excessive for values of Dx smaller than 0.5l when L = 50l). These results confirm that classical perturbation methods, like the Monte Carlo simulation, need to resolve small-scale heterogeneity at scales of O(l), even when the mean and flux distributions are very smooth. By contrast, the nonstationary spectral method continues to give an accurate flux solution which is close to the approximate (linearized) infinite domain value of 0.05 cited earlier, even as the grid spacing is increased to 10l.
[30] The nonstationary spectral method's ability to account for small-scale variability with coarse spatial grids translates into a dramatic computational advantage. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , which plots computational cost (in minutes of CPU time) vs. domain size (measured in number of correlation lengths), and Figure 5 , which plots memory vs domain size. These plots were obtained by gradually increasing the size of the grid in the example problem, with all other inputs held constant. The grid spacing used for the Monte Carlo and moment equation methods is set equal to l/3 to insure accurate solutions in both longitudinal and transverse mean fluxes. The nonstationary spectral method uses a spatial grid cell length of 5l. It should be pointed out that this cell length represents the value typically required in a more general nonstationary situation with a variable mean conductivity and head gradient. It is much finer than needed for the simple example considered here.
[31] Figures 4 and 5 clearly show a sharp contrast in computational performance between the nonstationary spectral method and classical Monte Carlo and moment equation methods. The number of Monte Carlo replicates is set equal to 5,000 to insure that sampling errors in the predicted mean head for this method are negligible. The nonstationary spectral method's CPU and memory requirements are dramatically lower than those of the classical perturbation methods. The memory required by the nonstationary spectral method is similar to a Monte Carlo simulation (or to a conventional deterministic simulation) but the CPU time requirement is much less than Monte Carlo. Most importantly, the rate of increase in CPU time with problem size is much slower than for classical methods, reflecting the fact that the spectral method only needs to discretize large-scale nonstationarities.
A More Complex Flow Example
[32] Our second example considers a flow situation that involves more complex boundary and stress conditions and a conductivity field that exhibits both a systematic variation and random heterogeneity around it (Figure 6 ). The domain size is increased to 200 correlation scales. The mean conductivity is assumed to be a smooth function generated from a realization of a random field with a lnK variance of 0.5 and correlation scale comparable to the overall simulation domain. The aquifer is confined and bounded on the north and south side by no flow conditions and on the west and east by constant head conditions. Specific inputs are presented in Table 2 .
[33] Because of the increased domain size, we are no longer able to solve the problem using the traditional stochastic methods. Both Monte Carlo simulation and perturbation-based methods require large number of nodes to resolve the small-scale processes and the resulting stochastic modeling computations becomes prohibitively expensive on our desktop workstation (with a 3GHz processor and 2 gigabyte of memory). In particular, the classical perturbation methods are infeasible because of both the excessive CPU and memory requirements. The Monte Carlo method becomes difficult to implement due to the excessive simulation time required to perform the tens of thousands of fine grid flow simulations.
[34] By contrast, the problem is easily solved using the nonstationary spectral method. In fact, it takes only a few minutes on our computer to compute the spatial distribution of the closure fluxes. This high efficiency derives from the harmonic factorization in (11) or the fact that the amplitude function is smooth and attenuates with increasing frequency. For this problem we are able to solve accurately the amplitude function equation and the closure fluxes using a uniform grid spacing of 4l. A even coarser grid may be used if the spacing is made spatially variable. Figure 7 presents a comparison of a representative spatial profile of the amplitude function y hf and the original transfer function f hf . The figure clearly shows why the reformulation is effective and it is much easier numerically to work with y hf than f hf . Figure 8 presents a comparison of the spatial distribution of the predicted closure fluxes obtained on three different grids by the nonstationary spectral method. The figure shows that the coarse grid solution (Dx = 4l) is virtually identical to the much more expensive finer grid solutions based on respectively Dx = 2l and Dx = l.
[35] Table 3 presents more detailed information on the computational advantages of the new spectral method.
[36] The two examples presented in this section confirm that the new approach makes it possible to take advantage of the scale disparity between the mean dynamics and the small-scale heterogeneous processes. In addition, when this scale disparity is large, as it is the case for most groundwater problems, the nonstationary spectral method is dramatically more efficient than existing stochastic methods.
Summary and Conclusions
[37] In summary, we have presented an efficient technique for solving nonstationary stochastic groundwater problems. The reformulated technique essentially takes care of the ''numerically difficult'' small-scale processes analytically and the ''analytically difficult'' large-scale mean nonstationarity numerically. The efficiency of the new technique can be best appreciated if one considers a special stationary problem. In this case, the solution to the amplitude equation becomes numerically trivial, while numerical solutions using the original nonstationary spectral method, or other existing stochastic numerical methods, may well be computationally infeasible depending on the degree of heterogeneity and the scale of heterogeneity relative to the overall problem size. Essentially, the new approach makes it possible to solve a nonstationary problem by only calculating numerically the ''departure'' from the stationary solution, or only the portion that makes the numerical solution necessary in the first place. Such innovations, having taken advantage of the nonstationary spectral representation, are perhaps not possible with other classical numerical methods formulated in the space-time domain. The new solution technique, together with the inherent parallel structure of nonstationary spectral formulation, dramatically increases the size and expand the range of groundwater problems that can be analyzed with stochastic methods.
[38] We have emphasized computational issues in this paper because numerical limitations have greatly restricted the application of stochastic methods to real-world problems. At present the most useful stochastic techniques are based on closed-form solutions which depend on stationary assumptions or other specialized requirements. In a Figure 6 . Note that the coarse-grid solution is very close to the fine-grid solutions.
sense, this situation is analogous to the state of deterministic groundwater modeling several decades ago, before efficient numerical methods became widely popularized.
[39] Classical numerical methods for solving stochastic groundwater problems need to resolve variability over small spatial scales. Monte Carlo methods need to resolve the random fluctuations in each replicate simulated, implicit moment equation methods need to resolve cross-covariance functions that vary rapidly when their two spatial arguments are close, and explicit Green's function and sensitivity derivative methods need to resolve Green's functions and covariance functions that both vary over relatively small scales. We have seen that all of these classical methods require computational grids with cell lengths on the order of the log conductivity correlation length. This can lead to very large computational grids and high CPU and memory demands when the domain size is large compared to the correlation length. The result is summarized for our examples in Figures 4 and 5, which show that CPU time increases exponentially with domain size for all the classical stochastic methods and that memory demands increase exponentially for all but the Monte Carlo method.
[40] The nonstationary spectral method offers a convenient and efficient alternative to computationally unwieldy Monte Carlo and perturbation methods. This method is successful because it combines the best features of analytical and numerical techniques. The statistically stationary small-scale portion of natural variability is described with a compact spectral (Fourier) representation while the remaining nonstationary component is described as a larger-scale spatial process driven by mean gradients. The numerical computations focus on departures from stationarity. The division of labor is not prescribed explicitly but is handled naturally with transfer functions that depend on both wave number and location. Discretized numerical computations are performed on spatial grids that are comparable in size to the grids used in traditional deterministic modeling applications. The result, as again illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, is a dramatic decrease in the computational effort needed to compute statistics such as head and velocity variances.
[41] The nonstationary spectral method, like classical perturbation methods, relies on the small perturbation assumption. This may not be a major limitation in many applications, including the groundwater flow problem examined here. Large-scale changes in log conductivity that increase the variance around a constant mean can often be treated as nonstationarities (e.g., trends) since the method does not require that the log conductivity mean be constant. This has the effect of decreasing the variance of deviations from the mean, making the small perturbation assumption more defensible. The method can also handle a number of other generalizations not discussed here, including time dependence and random boundary conditions McLaughlin, 1991, 1995] .
[42] In summary, the nonstationary spectral method makes it possible to model nonstationary mean flow. The effort required is greater than a traditional deterministic simulation but the increase does not depend significantly on domain size and is moderate enough to be tolerable in most applications. In fact, this increase in computational The time required to solve the amplitude equation in NSM is wave number -dependent, and the computation per wave number is, on the average, dramatically smaller than that required for solving the equation in MC or classical perturbation methods. The CPU required to compute the highly attenuated amplitudes at large wave numbers is almost negligible. The same basic SOR solver is used in all methods.
e Note the dramatic difference in the total CPU requirements between the NSM and classical MC/perturbation methods. The CPU requirements by the classical methods are impractical.
f Note the excessive memory requirement by classical perturbation methods.
effort is especially easy to accept since it offers the opportunity to model mean groundwater flow that accounts for both random and systematic variability in a scientifically credible way.
